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Thank you for attending the Bulldog Invitational Congress tournament.  My name is Joe Rankin (Bettendorf 

HS) and I am the head coach of the Bettendorf High School Speech and Debate Team.  I will be acting as the 

Congress Director for our event.  At this time, we have the following schools registered in the tournament: 

 

 Bettendorf 

 Iowa City West 

 Johnston 

 

Each school was asked to submit 2 pieces of legislation by Thursday, November 3
rd

, 2020.  I have received 1 

pieces of legislation and placed it in this document.  In order to ensure we do not run out of legislation, I have 

added additional pieces of legislation from the Minneapple 2022 Congress Docket and the Glenbrooks 2022 

Congress Docket.  These bills may be represented by any school in attendance.  The bills were chosen to ensure 

everyone had a fair chance to speak on additional legislation and to expose students to the type of legislation 

students can expect to see at the NSDA Nationals tournament.  If a school is not represented in your chamber, 

the bill may be represented by any school in attendance. 

 

The docket is not set and can be modified as desired when the session starts on Friday, November 11
th

, 2022.   

 

All NSDA rules and time limits will apply to Student Congress.  Presiding Officers will not be eligible for 

speaking awards, although they will receive a gavel for presiding.   

 

Beyond that, I’m going to include some “Congressional Debate Rules and Procedures” that are largely adopted 

from the Glenbrooks Tournament Docket.  I’ll be utilizing these rules as guidelines for you to start Congress, as 

they seem to be fairly consistent with the NSDA rules and the Tournament of Champions.  I hope this adds 

some clarity on matters for those competing.   

 

Thanks again for attending the Bulldog Invitational Congress tournament.  Good luck to all students involved. 

 

Joe Rankin 

Bettendorf HS 

 

  



Congressional Debate Rules And Procedures 
 

The following rules intend to promote procedural unity and to foster a consistently high standard of 

Congressional debate. A chamber cannot alter or ignore these regulations with a motion to suspend the rules. 

They are consistent with the guidelines and standards suggested by the Tournament of Champions. The Bulldog 

Invitational tournament follows NSDA rules unless otherwise outlined and seeks the relevant advice of the 

latest available edition of Robert’s Rules of Order for matters on which this document and the NSDA are silent. 

Tournament directors reserve the right to issue additional special rules for the Bulldog Invitational as warranted. 

 

1  SESSIONS & CHAMBERS 
 

1.1 Number of Sessions: The tournament will consist of two sessions, both of which take place on Friday.  

 

1.2 Assignment to Preliminary Chambers: Students will be assigned to geographically diverse preliminary 

chambers. When possible students from the same school will be placed evenly in chambers.  

 

2  LEGISLATION 
 

2.1 Submission of Preliminary Legislation: The tournament will publish guidelines and deadlines for student 

legislation submission annually in the invitation. Tournament officials will consider submitted legislation from 

attending students, selecting bills and resolutions that are controversial, timely, well written, properly formatted, 

and that provide substantial affirmative and negative arguments.  

 

2.2 Publishing of Legislation: Legislation will be available on Tabroom.com.  

 

3  ESTABLISHING THE AGENDA  
 

3.1 Determining the Agenda: Prior to the beginning of Session 1, each preliminary chamber will act as a 

committee of the whole to determine the order of legislation to be debated throughout the sessions. The 

chamber may do this by unanimous consent or by voting on multiple proposed agendas.  

 

3.2 Freedom of Debate: Suspensions of the rules to allow for changes to the agenda are not permitted. Once the 

chamber has set an agenda for the tournament, they may not deviate from that agenda. This ensures fair 

competition and equitable preparation. Debate on a bill will continue until time expires in the session during 

which it began, or the previous question is called, whichever comes first. There is no minimum or maximum 

time (i.e. no one-hour limit) for each agenda item to be debated.  

 

4  ELECTION OF PRESIDING OFFICER AND THEIR DUTIES 
  

4.1 Election Procedures: The parliamentarian will conduct elections for presiding officers, assisted by scorers in 

the collection of the secret ballots. Each student within the chamber may cast one vote. Voting will continue, 

dropping the lowest vote-getter(s), until one person receives a majority. Once elected a presiding officer may 

not relinquish the chair for the purposes of delivering a speech affirming or negating the legislation under 

consideration.  The chosen presiding officer will not be eligible to receive a speaking award at the Bulldog 

Invitational; however, they will receive a gavel at Awards. 

 

4.2 Progression of Speeches and Cross-Examination: Debate on each bill or resolution will begin with a call for 

a three-minute authorship/sponsorship speech by a representative from their school. An author or student(s) 

from the author’s school may decline to stand for this speech. In the absence of such a speech, the presiding 

officer will call for any representative to deliver the first affirmative speech, functionally sponsoring the 



legislation. Following the delivery of the first affirmative speech, the chair will allow for two minutes of 

questioning of the speaker. Following the questioning, the chair will ask for a speech in opposition to the bill. 

This speech will be three minutes long followed by a two-minute period of questioning. All subsequent 

speeches shall be three minutes in length followed by a one-minute questioning period. There will be no “final 

appeal” speeches for the first affirmative speaker as have been experimented with at some recent tournaments 

around the country. Cross-examination in all preliminary and elimination round sessions will be by direct 

questioning. The chair will yield time to members of the chamber wishing to question the speaker in blocks of 

30 seconds using recency followed by prioritizing those who may have been refuted.  

 

4.3 One-Sided Debate: In the unlikely absence of a first affirmative speech, debate may also begin on a new 

piece of legislation with a negative speech. There is no limitation on the number of consecutive affirmative or 

negative speeches that can be given.  

  

4.4 Recognizing Speakers: When more than one debater seeks the floor, the presiding officer must follow the 

precedence/recency method, that is: • First, recognize students who have not spoken during the session. Choose 

between these students at random. • Next, recognize students who have spoken fewer times during the session. • 

Finally, recognize students who spoke earlier (least recently) during the session. 

 

4.5 Penalty for Speeches Exceeding Time Limits: Any regular floor speech that extends more than 10 seconds 

beyond the maximum speaking time of three minutes shall be penalized one full point on the speech score by 

the judge evaluating the session. The Presiding Officer is required to keep accurate time of each speech and 

report it to the judges when the speaker has finished. 

 

4.6 Precedence and the Legislative Day: Within each session precedence/recency do not reset, to ensure that all 

students in a chamber have opportunities to speak and receive evaluation from the scorers. When each new 

session begins precedence/recency will be reset. The length of sessions should not be altered to indulge the 

debaters’ desire to allow all members to end with an equal number of speeches (i.e., do not recess early after all 

students have given two speeches in the session).  

 

5  OTHER NOTES OF DECORUM  
 

5.1 Amendments: Legislators may submit amendments to the Presiding Officer in writing. A motion to amend 

is necessary to consider the written amendment; such a motion is in order any time after the first affirmative 

speech. Once the motion is made, the Presiding Officer decides if the amendment is germane. The Presiding 

Officer must consult with the Parliamentarian to make this decision. If the amendment is deemed not to be 

germane, the chair rules it out-of-order and the amendment process stops. If the chair rules the amendment 

germane, he/she should read the contents of the amendment to the chamber. A 1/3 second of the members 

present in the chamber is required to debate the amendment. If the chamber votes a second, debate on the 

amendment commences immediately. Legislators may make a motion to table or call the previous question on 

the amendment at any time. The first speech on the amendment is a sponsorship speech. The chair determines 

speaker recognition for the sponsorship speech based on priority; the author of the amendment is not guaranteed 

the sponsorship speech. The sponsor accepts responsibility for the mechanics of the amendment and yields to 

two minutes of questioning. All amendment speeches receive a score and count towards priority. A majority 

vote is necessary for the chamber to adopt the amendment (this of course after a 2/3 vote has been achieved to 

call to a previous question on the amendment). 

 

5.2 Voting by Unanimous Consent: When a motion is unlikely to be contested, it is appropriate for the Chair to 

call for unanimous consent by asking, “are there any objections” before executing the motion. Members may 

then respond by announcing “objection” to the chamber. This is not an automatic recognition to explain the 

substance of that objection. Proper expression of your objection is to then vote “Nay” in the subsequent division 

of the chamber (this prohibition includes explaining that you have a speech you still wish to deliver; the 

chamber is aware that you’ve been standing thus far and is not obliged to allow every member to deliver every 



speech he/she may desire). It is imperative that Presiding Officers cease the inefficient practice of allowing 

explanations of objections ad nauseam.  

 

5.3 Designation as a House of Representatives or a Senate: The Bulldog Invitational tournament strives to be a 

contest with the highest standards of behavior at all times among attending students. Debate modeling the work 

of the United States Congress should be enjoyable but also taken seriously. All preliminary chambers are 

designated as a House of Representatives, while semifinal chambers and the final chamber are designated as 

Senates. A member of a Senate is always referred to as Senator, while a member of a House of Representatives 

is always referred to as Representative. The Presiding Officer of a Senate is addressed as President, while the 

Presiding Officer of a House of Representatives is addressed as Speaker. The Presiding Officer is responsible 

for enforcing proper decorum.  

 

5.4 Advocates in Good Faith: A debater may not speak on both sides of the same legislation but may speak as 

many times on the same piece of legislation as their priority permits and the chamber allows before calling the 

question.  

 

6  JUDGE AND PARLIAMENTARIAN RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

6.1 Number of Judges: Two qualified judges will serve for each session, and the tournament directors will 

attempt to seat larger panels for semifinal and final sessions.  

 

6.2 Instructions to Judges: Judges should rank the students as "legislators" and not merely as "speakers" 

considering their argumentative skill, oratorical skill and overall effectiveness as a leader in the chamber. Brief 

guidelines are specified on the speech ballots.  

 

6.3 Judges’ Scoring of Speeches and Preferential Rankings: In the preliminary session, each judge will score 

every speech on a scale of 1-6 points (6 is best). For each hour of presiding, each judge should also score the 

Presiding Officer, using the same scale.  At the end of each session, the two judges will independently rank the 

top eight students who advanced the debate most effectively (1st is best). All unranked students will receive a 

rank of ninth. The Presiding Officer may be ranked in the top eight and should be if s/he provides outstanding 

service to the chamber. All judges will be instructed that they must consider the Presiding Officer.   

 

6.4 Parliamentarians: A Parliamentarian will be appointed to serve continuously for both preliminary sessions. 

The Parliamentarians ensure order, allowing the chamber to run itself but correcting significant procedural 

errors that affect fairness.  

  

6.5 Parliamentarians’ Preferential Rankings: Once at the end of all preliminary sessions, the semifinal session, 

or the final session as appropriate, the parliamentarian will rank all of the legislators in the chamber. The 

parliamentarian’s top eight rankings will be included in the calculation of which legislators advance from each 

chamber, and his/her rankings beyond eighth will be used to break ties as below indicated.  

 

7  ETHICAL AND BEHAVIORAL EXPECTATIONS  
 

7.1 Ethical Use of Evidence: The tournament will utilize the National Speech and Debate Association’s 

evidence rules for Congress found in the latest version of the NSDA’s High School Unified Manual. The 

tournament directors will rule on any appeal of a parliamentarian’s decision.  

 

7.2 General Tournament Rules: Beyond the rules and procedures specific to Congressional debate outlined 

above, the Glenbrook schools also require that you observe the following general standards of conduct.  

 

• Inappropriate language will not be allowed.  



 

• All school district policies, local, and state laws regarding harassment must be observed.  

• All school district policies, local, and state laws prohibiting smoking (including vaping), alcohol, and weapons 

must be observed. 

 

7.3 Penalties: Consequences for infractions may result in any or all of the following actions at the sole 

discretion of the tournament directors whose decisions are final.  

 

• Disqualification from the tournament 

 

• Loss of participation points  

 

• Forfeiture of awards 

 

• School administrators being notified of any misconduct 

 

• Any additional consequences deemed appropriate to the severity of the infraction Schools will be held 

financially responsible for all damages incurred.  



A Bill to Deschedule All Drugs 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. The United States of America will deschedule all drugs and develop a system of social programs 

addressing drug dependence with the funds saved from enforcement. 

SECTION 2. Drugs shall be substances intended to have adverse physiological effects on the human body. 

Social programs shall be a set of measures, concerning the reduction and elimination of drug dependence by 

ingressed persons, to be carried out by state governments at no cost to the interned. 

SECTION 3. A $3.1 billion budgetary outlay will be reallocated from the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and states 

will be required to apportion newly freed up funds from local law enforcement agencies towards social 

programs. 

SECTION 4. This will go into effect on January 1st, 2024. 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Respectfully introduced for Congressional Debate by Bettendorf High School 

 

 

  



A Resolution to Amend Rule 22 of the Senate Manual to Eliminate the Filibuster 
 

 

WHEREAS, The present-day filibuster restricts the productivity of the Senate; and 

WHEREAS, The filibuster exists as a Jim Crow relic intended to impede the majority party; and 

WHEREAS, The filibuster weakens legislation instead of promoting compromise; and 

WHEREAS, Bypassing the filibuster requires 60 votes; now therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled make the following recommendation for an amendment to 

Section 2 of Rule 22 of the United States Senate Manual, changing “three-fifths” to “a simple majority.” 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Eagan High School 

 

 

  



A Bill to Abolish the Department of Education 
 

 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

2 SECTION 1. The Department of Education shall hereby be abolished, and each 

3 applicable program shall be terminated. 

4 SECTION 2. The term “applicable program” means each program for which the 

5 Secretary of Education or the Department of Education has 

6 administrative responsibility as provided by law or by delegation of 

7 authority pursuant to law. 

8 SECTION 3. The Secretary of the Treasury shall carry out a block grant program under 

9 which the Secretary makes allocations to States, in accordance with 

10 Section 4, to support elementary and secondary education. 

11 SECTION 4. The allocations made by the Secretary of the Treasury to each State shall 

12 be based on the aggregate amount of Federal individual income taxes 

13 paid by the residents of such State in the previous tax year. The 

14 aggregate amount will be multiplied by 0.05 to arrive at a state’s 

15 allocation amount each year. 

16 SECTION 5. A State that receives an allocation under this bill shall use such funds to 

17 support elementary and secondary education in the State. 

18 SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on a date 30 days after the enactment of 

19 the bill. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null 

20 and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by East Ridge High School. 

 

  



A Bill to Implement a Nationwide Contact Tracing System to Improve our Pandemic 

Response 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. A nationwide system of contact tracing for high-risk transmissible diseases shall be implemented. 

A staff of 30,000 full-time contact tracers will be maintained across the United States. 

SECTION 2. Contact tracing shall be defined as the process of identifying persons who may have come into 

contact with an infected person and the subsequent collection of further information about these contacts. High-

risk diseases shall be defined as Global Health Emergencies declared by the World Health Organization and/or 

Public Health Emergencies declared by the Department of Health and Human Services. 

SECTION 3. The Census Bureau will work in conjunction with the Peace Corps to oversee the hiring of 

contact tracers distributed across all 50 states and territories. 

A. The Peace Corps shall be in charge of recruiting contact tracers. 

B. The Census Bureau will utilize census data in order to allow contact tracing staff to reach individuals 

potentially exposed to high-risk diseases. 

SECTION 4. An annual $4 billion shall come from the Department of Health and Human Services budget in 

order to maintain the contact tracing system and staff. 

SECTION 5. This legislation will take effect immediately upon passage. All laws in conflict with this 

legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by East Ridge High School. 

 

  



A Bill to Restrict Confederate Imagery in Public Domains 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. The United States will no longer allow confederate imagery in public spaces. 

SECTION 2. Public spaces include all public lands, locations, institutions, buildings, and events that receive 

public funding or are used by the general public. Confederate imagery is defined as any image, shape, or color 

scheme referencing the Confederate States of America, including but not limited to: stars and bars, the rebel 

flag, the dixie flag, confederate uniforms, or any visual representations symbolic of the defense or creation of 

the Confederacy. 

SECTION 3. The United States Department of the Interior and Department of Education will oversee 

enforcement of this legislation. All state flags including confederate imagery must be redesigned. 

A. The United States Department of the Interior will work with the National Park Service to remove public 

confederate imagery. All statues, landmarks, artwork, and visual representations depicting confederate figures 

must be replaced by figures that reflect ideals of diversity, equality, inclusion, and justice. 

B. The United States Department of Education will generate a list of suitable replacement monuments and will 

evaluate and approve suggested replacements submitted by state officials. 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on July 1, 2023. Each state will have one year to comply. All laws 

in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Hawken School. 

 

 

  



A Bill to Sanction the People’s Republic of China to End the Uyghur Genocide 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. The United States will impose a sanction on all Chinese cotton and textile goods until China 

ceases all human rights violations against the Uyghur people. 

SECTION 2. Human rights violations shall include, but not be limited to religious discrimination, internment in 

labor camps, sterilization of women, and genocide. 

SECTION 3. The Department of State and the Department of Commerce will enforce the sanction in Section 1 

of this piece of legislation. 

A. At the start of the succeeding year, if Chinese action against the Uyghurs does not change, the United States 

will place an embargo on all trade with China until China ceases the aforementioned human rights violations. 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect immediately upon passage. All laws in conflict with this 

legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Durham Academy. 

 

 

  



A Resolution to Pass the Taliban Rare Earth Minerals Sanctions Act 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

WHEREAS, The Taliban have been engaging in human rights violations in Afghanistan, including preventing 

most girls from attending secondary school and arresting a large number of women under discriminatory 

policies; and 

WHEREAS, The Taliban maintains close relations with al-Qaeda, as demonstrated by a U.S. drone strike 

killing al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri in Kabul in August; and 

WHEREAS, The Taliban could stand to benefit from its estimated $1 trillion to $3 trillion worth of rare earth 

minerals such as lanthanum, cerium, and neodymium; and 

WHEREAS, China has signaled their willingness for ‘friendly cooperation with Afghanistan, which could 

include further consolidation of their control over global rare earth minerals reserves; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled pass H.R. 5404, The Taliban Rare Earth Minerals Sanctions 

Act. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Woodbury High School. 

 

 

  



A Bill to Promote Green Energy 
 

 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

2 SECTION 1. The United States Government will dramatically shift the use of 

3 renewable energies by: 

4 A) Discontinue all tax subsidies provided to companies for the purpose 

5 of extraction, depletion, or use of fossil fuels. 

6 B) Earmark $235 billion for zero-emitting energy technologies in 

7 expanded tax subsidies. 

8 C) Implement the Clean Electricity Performance Program 

9 SECTION 2. Subsidies shall be defined as indirect and direct grants on extraction, 

10 depletion, and the use of energy. Fossil Fuel shall be defined as a natural 

11 fuel such as petroleum, coal, or gas. 

12 SECTION 3. The Department of Energy shall oversee the implementation and 

13 enforcement of this legislation. Funding for this legislation shall be taken 

14 from discounted tax subsidies and a reallocation of Department of 

15 Defense spending. 

16 SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on July 1st, 2024. 

17 SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Robbinsdale Area Schools 

 

 

  



The Restructure Affirmative Action Programs (RAAP) Act 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1: The United States will require any and all diversity or equity enhancing programs (including but 

not limited to affirmative action) in post-secondary institutions to follow new minimum guidelines regarding 

demographic makeup on the basis of socio-economic status and race. 

SECTION 2: Socioeconomic status is defined as the position of an individual or group on the socioeconomic 

scale, which is determined by a combination of social and economic factors such as income, amount and kind of 

education, type and prestige of occupation, place of residence, etc. 

SECTION 3: The Department of Education (DoE) and the US Census Bureau under the Department of 

Commerce will oversee its implementation. 

A. Requirements only apply to Universities and Colleges with a student body comprised of over 30% 

white/caucasian students. 

B. A constraint of a minimum of 5% of students will be taken from the bottom 2 deciles of income range. An 

addition of $1 billion USD to federal scholarship programs with 25% of funding taken from the DoE and the 

rest taken from the Department of Defense. 

C. Racial diversity minimums will be raised to 12% across the racial groups legally defined as Asian, Black, 

and Latino. Additionally, percentages for Native American and Pacific Islander applicants should not see a 

decrease of enrollment levels to less than 10% relative to previous statistics. 

D. If the above statutes are violated, the transgressing parties will incur a fine of $2,500 for each student needed 

to raise the demographic to the specified level. If violated, those year’s statistics will be barred from inclusion in 

future year’s evaluation. 

E. Above fine will be paid to the Department of Education and will be used in programs and funding dedicated 

to education reform. 

F. International students regardless of race will be taken as a separate set of the population and cannot be used 

to fill any of these requirements. 

SECTION 4: This legislation will take effect in October of 2023. 

SECTION 5: All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Woodbury High School. 

 

  



A Bill to Subsidize Mineral Mining to Streamline Electric Car Battery Production 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. The government shall provide subsidies to the cobalt, copper, nickel, and 

lithium mining industries. 

SECTION 2. Subsidies shall consist of $100 billion dispersed over the next 10 years. 

SECTION 3. The Department of Energy shall work with the Environmental Protection 

Agency to oversee sustainable implementation of this bill. 

SECTION 4. Will be put into action January 1, 2023. 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Eagan High School 

 

 

  



A Bill to Place a Moratorium on the Sale of Weaponry and Munitions to the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia 
 

 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

2 SECTION 1. The U.S. will place a one-year moratorium on the sale, both public and 

3 private, of all weapons and munitions to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

4 SECTION 2. The U.S. Department of State, and in particular the Bureau of Political- 

5 Military Affairs and The Office of Regional Security and Arms Transfers, 

6 shall provide the implementation and oversight of this bill. 

7 SECTION 3. Any business, entity, or individual found guilty of selling weaponry and 

8 munitions to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during the one-year 

9 moratorium shall be subject to a fine of $1 million dollars per unit sold. 

10 SECTION 4. Any U.S. ally found guilty of selling weaponry and munitions to the 

11 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during the one-year moratorium may be subject 

12 to sanctions. 

13 SECTION 5. This legislation will take effect immediately upon passage. All laws in 

14 conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by East Ridge High School. 

 

  



A Bill to Institute a Carbon Tax to End Carbon Pollution 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1. The United States shall impose a tax on all covered entities producing covered fuels at a rate of 

$15 per ton of CO2 (carbon dioxide) emitted. 

A. This rate will increase by $5 every succeeding year. 

SECTION 2. A covered entity, in the case of this piece of legislation, is defined as any energy company that is 

emitting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. A covered fuel is defined as crude oil, natural gas, coal, or any 

derived product that emits greenhouse gases. 

SECTION 3. The Department of Treasury and the Department of Energy will enforce the tax in Section 1 of 

this piece of legislation. 

A. 25% of revenues gained from this tax will be invested into the Rural Energy for America Program (REAP). 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect at the start of FY 2024. All laws in conflict with this legislation 

are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Durham Academy. 

 

 

  



A Resolution to Pressure the State of Israel to End its Human Rights Abuses 
 

 

1 WHEREAS, America provides military aid and financial support to the state of Israel; 

2 and 

3 WHEREAS, Israel violates the sovereignty of Palestine and purposely endangers 

4 Palestinian citizens, leading to about 5,590 Palestinian deaths from 2008 

5 to 2020 and injuring many more; and 

6 WHEREAS, through the contribution of $30 billion in military aid to Israel during the 

7 same period, and a further commitment of $38 billion until FY2028, the 

8 U.S. supports these abuses. 

9 WHEREAS, the U.S., as a nation that prides itself as a beacon of democracy, freedom, 

10 equality, and fair treatment, cannot, in good faith, actively support a 

11 government that takes these human rights away from others; now, 

12 therefore, be it 

13 RESOLVED, that the Congress here assembled will limit Israel's encroachment into 

14 Palestine and commit to the two-state solution outlined in the 1947 

15 United Nations Partition Plan for Palestine by leveraging U.S. financial 

16 and military support to the State of Israel. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Hawken School. 

 

 

  



Orbital Sustainability Act of 2022 
 

 

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

2 SECTION 1. The U.S. Space Force, in conjunction with the Department of Defense, 

3 shall establish a program for the active remediation of orbital debris and 

4 the development of uniform orbital debris standard practices in order to 

5 support a safe and sustainable orbital environment. 

6 SECTION 2. “Active debris remediation” means the deliberate process of facilitating 

7 the de-orbit, repurposing, or other disposal of orbital debris using an 

8 object or technique that is external or internal to the orbital debris. 

9 SECTION 3. “Orbital debris” means any human-made space object orbiting the Earth 

10 that no longer serves any useful purpose, has reached the end of its 

11 mission, or is incapable of maneuver or operation. 

12 SECTION 4. The Department of Department of Defense, in conjunction with the U.S. 

13 Space Force, will oversee the implementation of this program. 

14 SECTION 5. The cost of active debris remediation of orbital debris will be assessed to 

15 the country or business of the debris’ origin. 

16 SECTION 6. This legislation will take effect immediately upon passage. All laws in 

17 conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by East Ridge High School. 

 

  



A Bill to End All US Subsidies for Fossil Fuels 
  

  

1       BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

2       SECTION 1.  The Federal Government shall end all subsidies for the production, 

3                               investment, and purchase of fossil fuels by 2053. 

4       SECTION 2.  Fossil fuels shall be defined as a natural fuel such as coal, oil, or natural 

5                               gas. Subsidies shall be defined as a sum of money or tax credits granted 

6                               by the government to assist an industry. 

7       SECTION 3.  The Department of Energy will be in charge of enforcing and overseeing 

8                               this legislation 

9                                           A. All US Government subsidies to the fossil fuel industry shall 

10                                         receive a 10% reduction of the original funding once every three 

11                                         years until funding is completely eliminated. 

12                                         B. The Department of Energy shall reallocate all money from the 

13                                         reduction of fossil fuel subsidies to states for investment into the 

14                                         green energy industry. 

15                                         C. This bill shall mandate the creation of a congressional 

16                                         subcommittee to audit the use of the Department of Energy’s 

17                                         reallocated funding. 

18     SECTION 4.  This legislation will take effect on January 1, 2023 

19     SECTION 5.  All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

  

 

Introduced for Debate by Tyler Ly from Monte Vista High School 

 

 

  



A Resolution To Build A National High-Speed Rail Network In America 
 

 

WHEREAS, The United States currently lacks adequate infrastructure and public transportation. 

WHEREAS, high-speed rail systems have empirically been economically and environmentally beneficial to 

countries who built them. 

WHEREAS, high-speed rail systems connect a country's population centers with fast and efficient 

transportation. 

WHEREAS, high-speed rail is one of the most effective and environmentally friendly modes of transportation. 

RESOLVED, That the congress here assembled grant federal funding to the United States Department of 

Transportation to construct a national high-speed rail network 

  

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Phoenix Country Day School 

 

 

  



A Bill to Terminate International Arms Sales 
 

   

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1.   No corporation or individual shall engage in the sale of weapons, military technology, or 

military intelligence to any foreign government, corporation, individual, or other entity. 

SECTION 2.   Any violation of this legislation shall be prosecuted as treason in a federal court. 

SECTION 3.   The International Trade Administration and Department of Justice shall oversee the 

implementation of this legislation. 

SECTION 4.   This legislation will take effect immediately upon passage. 

SECTION 5.   All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Bellarmine College Preparatory 

 

 

  



A Bill to Implement Desalination Plants in the U.S 
 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THIS CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 

SECTION 1.   The U.S Federal Government shall hereby invest in desalination plants in coastal cities 

SECTION 2.   A.) Desalination plants shall be defined as industrial facilities that use chemical or 

physical processes to reduce or recover salt concentrations from water supplies 

B.) Coastal cities shall be defined as cities located on the interface or transition areas 

between land and sea, including large inland lakes with access to saltwater. 

SECTION 3.   A.) The Department of Interior (DOI) will be given 4 billion dollars to be allotted to 

private and state entities for the creation of desalination   plants. 

B.) The Bureau of Reclamation will be tasked with investing an additional 10 million 

dollars into research and development through grants. 

SECTION 4.   This bill will go into place January 1st, 2023 

SECTION 5.   All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void. 

 

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Sara Garcia 

 

  



The P.I.R.A.T.E.S. Act 

(A Resolution for a Proactive International Response Amid Terrorism and Extremism in 

Somalia) 
  

 

WHEREAS,    Somalia is currently facing high rates of terrorism from groups such as Al-Shabaab; and 

WHEREAS,   Al-Shabaab is gaining power and exploiting businesses, schools, police departments, and 

institutions critical for democracy; and 

WHEREAS,   People are being killed by said terrorists groups, specifically Al-Shabaab, a branch of Al-

Qaida; and 

WHEREAS,        This limits access to food and water, which is worsened by the drought in the Horn of 

Africa; and 

WHEREAS,    Somalis are being persuaded to join Al-Shabaab to earn income; and 

WHEREAS,        The U.S. can use Somalia as a connection to the Persian Gulf, heavily influenced by 

trade; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED,   That the Congress here assembled will send 30,000 soldiers to Somalia to combat 

terrorism groups from growing. 

  

 

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Jordan Melamed. 


